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I. INTRODUCTI~T 
The aim of this paper is to improve and to extend some of the results of 
the earlier papers [3] of this series. Throughout the paper, G will be a finite 
group and p will be a fixed prime number. 
In a preliminary Section II, two series of characteristic subgroups are 
introduced by means of characters. In addition, some simple lemmas are 
proved which are needed later. Section III deals with questions of the 
following kind. Suppose we have information concerning the centralizers 
C(x) af the elements x of order p in G. What can we say about G! Our 
knowledge concerning problems of this kind is still most unsatisfactory. We 
use here a method applied in [311] for p = 2 in order to obtain at least some 
information. We divide the class of all finite groups into two subclasses which 
we term groups which are strong and groups which are weak with regard top. 
Let h denote the maximum of the “pseudo core indices” X(C(x)) [3II, Sect. 3] 
of the centralizers C(X) of the elements of order p in G. It is then shown that 
G has a characteristic series 
G 2 Gl 2 G, 2 K,(G) 2 (I) 
with the following properties. The group K,(G) is the p-regular core of G 
(frequently denoted by O,(G)). The group Gr is strong with regard top and 
the index G : Gr 1 lies below a definite bound depending only on A. The 
index 1 Gr : G, j is not divisible by p. If  G1 + K,(G), then G,/K,(G) is a 
minimal normal subgroup of GJK,(G). The order of G,/&,(G) again lies 
below a definite bound depending only on A, except possibly in the case where 
G,/&(G) is simple and strong with regard top. 
* This research was supported by NSF Grant GP-30809X. 
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I f  the character table of G is known, it can be decided whether G is strong 
or weak with regard to p. Since this criterion is difficult to apply, we give 
some other conditions in Section IV which can be of help in this connection. 
Starting with Section V, the prime p will be taken as 2 and G will be a 
group of even order g. Let x and y  be involutions of G and t # 1 a 2-element 
of G. In [3III, Theorem (2B)] we have given formulas for the group order g 
which can be written in the form 
Here, W = C*(t) is the extended centralizer of t consisting of the elements 
of G which either centralize or invert t, where 
4x9 YY 9 = c x(4 X(Y) xW/x(l) 
x 
with x ranging over the irreducible characters in the principal 2-block of G, 
and where ,8(x,y, t) is given by a complicated expression which depends 
only on Wand the fusion of the involutions of Win G. 
In Section V, we give a much more precise expression for /3(x, y, t) which 
depends only on the pseudo core indices and the orders of the centralizers 
C,(D) of certain dihedral 2-groups D C W. As a by-product, we see that 
P(x, y, t) is always nonnegative and we can say when jI(x, y, t) and hence 
01(x, y, t) are positive so that (1.1) can be used to find g. In particular, we can 
use the results to find a lower bound for g except when the Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G is either a cyclic or a generalized quaternion group. 
In Section VI, the results of [3111, Sect. 31 are given in a much improved 
form. Finally, in Section VII, Theorems 5 and 6 of [31] are generalized. 
Notation 
In general, the notation is the same as in the previous papers of this series 
(cf. [31, Sect. 21 and [3IV, Sect. 21). As already mentioned, G will always 
denote a group of finite order / G 1 = g and p will be a fixed prime number. 
We write j G je for the highest power of p dividing g. All blocks will be 
p-blocks. It will be convenient for us here to look upon a block B as a set of 
iv-reducible (ordinary) characters of G. The principal block is denoted by 
B,(G). 
If  S is either an element or a set of elements of G and Ha subgroup of G, 
the centralizer of S in H is denoted by C,(S) and its order by c&S). If  
G = H, the subscript will frequently be deleted. 
If  x is an element of G, we denote by x, its p-factor and by x,’ its p-regular 
factor. These are the powers of x with the product x such that xg is ap-element 
and xv’ ap-regular element (i.e., of an order not divisible byy.) 
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We shall find it convenient to denote by xG the conjugacy class of G 
containing the element X. 
The p-regular core K,(G) (or O,(G)) of G is the unique maximal normal 
subgroup of G of an order not divisible by p. The coYe index K(G) is 
K(G) = j G : K,(G)]. 
In many inequalities, it will be advantageous to use the number A(G) intro- 
duced in [311, Sect. 31 rather than K(G). Since we have h(G) < K(G) while 
K(G) lies below a bound depending only on X(G) we refer to X(G) occasionally 
as to the pseudo core index of G. 
In [3II], X(G) has been defined as the sum of the squares of the degrees of 
the characters in B,(G). Though we shall not use it below, we give another 
definition of X(G) because it shows more clearly that the number h(G) is of 
significance. Let .Q be a field of characteristic p. Then the principal block 
B,(G) corresponds to a 2-sided ideal !B3, of the group algebra Q[G] of G over Q. 
We claim that 
X(G) = dimQ(%,). (1.2) 
In proving this, we may assume that Q is algebraically closed. We may 
interpret dimQ(G) as the degree of the regular representation of the algebra 
23, . Hence 
dim,(%,) I= Ifi dim, Us 
where Ui ranges over the nonequivalent indecomposable projective BJ,- 
modules and where fi is the dimension of the simple B3,-module Fi belonging 
to r/i , [6]. Now (1.2) is obtained by expressing the degrees x( 1) of the charac- 
ters x E B,(G) by means of the modular degreesf, and ui == dim Ui . 
II. PRELIMI;\;MUES 
DEFIXTTIOK 2.1. Let r be a natural integer. I f  G is a finite group and p 
the fixed prime number, define T,(G) as the intersection of the kernels of 
the irreducible representations of G with the characters x E B,(G) of degree 
at most 1. Set T,,(G) ---I: G. 
The following statement is obvious, if we observe 131, Theorem I]. 
PROPOSITION (2A). T,(G) is a characteristic subgroup of G. If  r < rr are 
natwal integers, we have T,(G) 1 T,,(G). I f  Y is less than the minimal degree of 
a non-principal character x E B,(G), then T,(G) L- G. If  r is at least equal to 
the maximal degree of a character x E B,(G), then T,(G) = K,(G). 
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If N is a normal subgroup of G, B,(G/N) may be considered as a subset 
of 6. The next statement now is obtained easily. 
PROPOSITION (2B). If6 is a homomorphism of G, then 
Tr(G)O & T,(Ge). 
We give an upper bound for / G : T,(G)! using a method already applied in 
[31, Sect. 31. 
PROPOSITION (2C). Let k,, denote the number of characters in B,(G); 
4, d I G :; . Set N = (k, - 1)r. I f  1 is a prime number and vI is the I-adic 
exponential valuation of the field Q of rational numbers, then 
where [p] for real p denotes the largest integer m with m < p. 
Proof. For the inequality k, < 1 G !“, (cf. [5]). The statement is true, 
if G = T,(G). We may therefore assume that there exist nonprincipal 
characters in B,(G) of degree at most r. Let 4 denote the sum of all these 
characters. Then 4 can be interpreted as the character of a faithful representa- 
tion of G/T,(G). It follows from [3II, Lemma 21 that 4 takes only rational 
values. We may apply a theorem of I. Schur [lo] to the Sylow Z-groups of G. 
Since $(l) < (k, - 1)~ = N, WC obtain (2.1). 
COROLLARY (2D). 1n (2C) we have 
vL(l G : T,(G)]) G VI ([&A’] 1) < 42 1 G &-)!> (2.2) 
and hence 
1 G : T,(G)1 < (2 1 G I”, Y)! (2.3) 
Indeed, a well-known elementary result shows that for any N and 
M = ZiV/(Z - I), the right side of (2.1) is at most equal to v,([M]!). 
Remark. Ko attempt will usually be made to present inequalities in the 
sharpest possible form. We will therefore usually work simply with (2.3) 
rather than with (2.2). I f  the Sylow p-subgroup P of G is known, we can 
frequently replace the inequality k, < : G I”, by better results. It is still an 
open question if we always have k, < 1 G ID . 
We can sometimes obtain slightly better results below by replacing the 
group Y’r(G) by a related group T,*(G) which we discuss now. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. Let T,*(G) denote the reciprocal image in G of 
K,(G/T,(G)) (with T,(G) defined in Definition 2.1). 
It is then clear that T,*(G) too is a characteristic subgroup of G, T,“(G) 1 
T,(G), and that T,*(G)/T,(G) has order prime top. 
PROPOSITION (2E). The order of G/T,*(G) is not divisible by any prime 
numberlfpwithl>2r-t 1. 
Proof. Let 1 be a prime number with 1 > 2r + 1. If  x is a character of G 
with x( 1) < r and if N, is the kernel of the corresponding representation of G, 
then a theorem of Feit and Thompson [8] shows that the Syluw Z-subgroup 
L,/Nx of GjNx is normal in G/N, . Moreover, L,/:Yx is elementary abelian. In 
particular, if u is an l-element of G, then u EL, . 
We apply this for the x E B,(G) with x(l) < Y. The intersection of the 127, 
for these x is I’,(G). Let L denote the intersection of the L, for these 2. It is 
then clear that L is normal in G and that I, includes a Sylow Z-group of G. 
On the other hand, if x EL, then xE E Nx for all x E B,(G) with x(l) < Y and 
hence x1 E 7;(G). We have now shown that L/T,(G) is the Sylow I-subgroup 
of G/T,(G) and thatL/Y’r(G) Q G/T,(G). If  1 #- p, it follows that L !Z ZYC”(G). 
Thus, j G : ?‘,,“(G)l is not divisible by 2 and this proves (2E). 
We return to the investigation of T,.(G) and introduce some natural integers 
which will play a role in some of our results. 
DEFIXITIO~- 2.3. Let Bg’ denote the set of characters x of B,,(G) for 
which the kernel Nx of the corresponding representation contains T,(G). Set 
PROPOSITION (2E’). we have 
h(Gi’T,(G)) < y+ < j G!‘T,(G)‘. (2.4) 
Yr z 0 (mod / G/T,(G)‘.). WI 
If u is a p-element of T,(G), we have 
Proof. Since each x E Bg’ can be interpreted as an irreducible character 
of G/T,(G), the right-hand part of (2.4) is immediate. IMoreover, 3:’ is a 
union of blocks of G/T,(G). Then (2.5) is obtained from results of [21], in 
particular (3.5), (3.9), (3F) for the unit element and (4C). 
48d28/3-5 
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On the other hand, B,(G/T,(G)) may b e considered as a subset of Bg) and 
this yields the left-hand side of (2.4). Finally, if u is ap-element of T,(G), we 
have X(U) --_ x(l) for x E Bg’. On account of [311, (3.7) and (3.1)], we have 
h(C(u)) --_ X(G, u) = C 1 x(u)j” = yT + 
xEB,,( G) “Bo(&d ’ xw’2 (2*6*) 
and this implies (2.6). 
It is sometimes of interest to consider strictly decreasing sequences {&} 
of normal subgroups of G where for some j, the group H5+1 is of the form 
Tr5(H,) with integral rs > 1. We can give an upper bound for the number of j 
for which this can happen. 
PROPOSITIOS (2G). Consider a sequence 
HO = G3 H,3 H23 ..-311T, 
of normal subgroups of G and aSSume that there is a subset M of { 1, 2,..., n> such 
that, fog j E M, Hj is of the form Hj := TTj(H-J with positive integral ri . 
Then the number of elhnents of M is at most equal to / G i”, . 
Proof. I f  j E M, then as Hj = TT.(Hj-J C Hj..l , there exists a non- 
principal character # E B,,(H,-,) which’is trivial on Hj . Since B,(G) covers 
B&H,. r), there exists an irreducible character xj E B,,(G) such that xj 1 H,_.l 
contains Q!J as an irreducible constituent, [311, Lemma 11. Then xj 1 Hj contains 
the principal character of Hj as constituent. Now, Clifford’s theorem implies 
that xj is trivial on Elj . As xi is not trivial on Hjel , we conclude that the 
/ M ) characters xj E B,(G) are distinct. Hence / M / < 1 G 1: , [cf., 51. 
In the rest of this section, we prove a number of simple lemmas dealing 
with core indices and pseudo core indices. 
LEMMA (2H). If H is a normal subgroup of G, then 
h(H) < h(G) < 1 G : H 1 h(H). (2.7) 
The equality sign holds in the right part, if and only if BO(G) is the only block 
of G cove-ring B,,(H). 
Proof. The left part of (2.7) is already proved in [311, Proposition 31. If  
the block B,,(H) of H is covered by the blocks B, = B,(G), B1 ,..., B, (i.e., if 
for the characters x of these blocks of G, the irreducible constituents of 
x / H lie in B,,(H)), it follows from Frobcnius’ reciprocity theorem and 
Clifford’s theorem that 
1 G : II 1 h(H) -_ c ~(1)~ 
x 
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where x ranges over the characters in B, , B, ,..., B, . This yields the remain- 
ing statements. 
LEMMA (21). Each of the following two conditions is szlficient in order that 
the principal block B,,(H) f o a normal subgroup of G be covered only by the 
principal block of G. 
(a) G/H is a p-group. 
(b) There exists a p-element u of G with Co(u) C H such that for every 
block B of G, there exist characters x E B and p-regular elements v  E C(u) 
with X(W) f  0. 
Proof. In the case (a), it suffices to consider the case I G : H j =z p. If  
Z/J E B,(H), it follows from [311, Lemma I] that an irreducible constituent of 
the induced character #” of G belongs to B,,(G). Now #” is irreducible or a 
sum of I irreducible characters which all belong to the same block. This 
must then be the block B,,(G) and this proves the statement. 
In the case (b), assume that the block B of G covers B,(H). Let v  be a 
p-regular element of C(U). It follows from the assumption that uv E H. If  
x E B, then x j H is a sum of characters in B,,(H). It follows from [3I, 
Theorem 3] that x(uv) is a linear combination of modular irreducible charac- 
ters of C(u) associated with the principal block B,(C(u)). I%ow, the second 
main theorem on blocks [211] shows that B = B,,(G). 
LEMMA (25). Set K = K,(G), e :.-- G/K. If  u is a p-element of G and 
iz = UK E G, then 
4C&>> = 4C&)), h(C,(u)) = h(C&)). 
Proof. Set C 2 C,(u). S’ mce u is a p-element while / K ! is not divisible 
byp, the reciprocal image of CC(J) in G is KC [4]. Since KC/K z C,‘(K n C), 
we see easily that 
C n K,(CK) =- K,(C). 
It follows that 
C&)/K,(C&)) N CK/K,(CK) z C/K,(C). 
This implies the first statement. On account of [3IT, Proposition 11 we have 
%C&>> = ~(GM~dCd@N~ A(C) = A(C/Kp(C)) 
and the second statement too is evident. 
LEMMA (2K). I f  u is a p-element of G, then 
X(W) < X(G). 
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This follows from [311, (3.7)] as we have 
A(C(u)) = X(G, u) = c 1 +)I” < c x(l)” :=I h(G). 
xeE,,(G) XEB,,(G) 
111. STRONG AND WEAK TRIPLES OF ELEMENTS 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let t be a p-element of G and let x and y  be elements 
of G. We say that the triple (x, y, t) is strong in G, if there exist conjugates x* 
of x and y* ofy in G for which (x*y*), y-= t-l. In the opposite case, the triple 
is weak. 
It is clear that the nature of the triple (x, y, t) depends only on the conjugacy 
classes xo, yG, and tG. I f  (x, y, t) is strong in G, the triple is strong in every 
group containing G as a subgroup. 
Consider the class algebra C of G over the rational field Q (i.e., the center 
of the group algebra Q[(=1). A basis of C is formed by the distinct class sums 
with z E G. The triple (x, y, t) is weak, if and only if the product Y(xc)9’(yG) 
when expressed by the basis contains all 9’(zG) with zP = t-l with zero 
coefficients. Using a basic property of group characters we can state this as 
follows. 
PROPOSITION (3A). If t is a p-element qf G and zjr x, y  E G, the triple 
(x, y, t) is weak, if and only if for all x E G with zp : = t-l, we have 
c x(4 X(Y) x(4x(l) = Q (3-l) 
where x ranges over all irreducible characters of G. 
The following remark is a consequence. 
Remark (3B). I f  the character table of G is known it can be decided 
which triples are weak. It is not necessary that the group multiplication in 
G is given, if only for every x E G and every integer m, we can find the 
conjugacy class (z”)G. 
In (3.1), x(x) can be expressed as linear combination of the values #j(x,,) 
of the modular irreducible characters & of C(s,) = C(t) for the element x,1 . 
The coefficients arc generalized decomposition numbers which do not 
depend on 3,’ . Since zs’ can be chosen as an arbitrary p-regular element of 
C(t), it follows that, in the expression obtained from the left side of (3.1), the 
coefficient of each #j vanishes. Now, the second main theorem on blocks [211] 
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implies that actually (3.1) will hold, if we let x only range over a fixed block B 
of G. We thus have a modification of (3A). 
PROPOSITION (3A*). The triple (x, y, t) in (3A) is weak, if and ody if, 
for each block B of G, the sum (3.1) vanishes with x ranging over 3. 
We apply this now choosing R = B,(G). 
PKOPOSITIOX (3C). Assume that (x,y, t) is a weak triple in G and that z 
is an element of G with zl, = t-l. I f  f  or some integer r 3 0 the group T,(G) 
ila DeJinition (2.1) contains x, y, and x, then 
Y:(Y i- 1)” < (h(G 4 - y,)@(G, Y) --- y,)@(G, 4 - YJ (3.23 
where y/T is introduced in De$nition 2.3 and where h(G, u) is de$ned in 
[311, Section 31. 
Proof. On account of (3A*), (3.1) h o Id s with x ranging over B,(G). Since 
x, y, x E T,,(G), we have 
x(4 = X(Y) = xc4 L-l xc 1) 
for x E Br’ (cf. Definition 2.3). Thus, we obtain 
Yr -I- C’ x(4 X(Y) x(4i’xU) ;= 0 
where in C’, x ranges over all x E B,(G) - Bg’. For all these x, we have 
x(1) 2 r $- 1. Hence 
Using Lagrange’s inequality, we obtain 
(y + 1)” Yr” < C’ I x(4l” C’ I X(YV 1’ I XGW- 
I f  u is an element of T,(G), then by [311, (3.l)] 
h(G, 4 = t: I x(41” : : yr f 2’ I x(4i”. 
XEBof Cl
This can be used for u -7: x, y, and x and we obtain (3.2). Clearly, our result 
can be modified in various ways. 
It follows from [311, (3.1) and (3.6)] that, for zc E G, we have 
h(G, U) < min(c(u), X(C(u,)). (3.3) 
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PROPOSITION (3D). Let (x, y, t) be a weak t$le ilz G. For every u E G, set 
h,* = min(c(u), h(C(u,)). 
Then G contains a characteristic subgroup T # G with T 3 K,(G) for which 
1 G : T 1 < [2 1 G 1; (X,“h,“X,“)1’2]!. 
Indeed, if we set 
Y = [(h,*h,*h,*)‘y, 
it follows from (3.3) that (3.2) does not hold. Then T,(G) does not contain 
all three elements x, y, x. This implies that T,(G) -+ G. By (2D), T = T,(G) 
satisfies the requirements of (3D). 
We now take x and y as p-elements. 
DEFIKITION 3.2. A finite group is weak (with regard top), if there exists 
a weak triple of p-elements in G - (1). If no such triple exists, G is strong. 
PROPOSITIOS (3E). Assume that G is simple and weak (with regard top). Set 
h = m;x X(C(u)) (3.4) 
with u ranging over the elements of order p in G. Then 
g < [2 ] G l;A3”]!. (3.5) 
Proof. If v # 1 is ap-element and u an element of orderp in (v), we have 
h(C(v)) < X(C(u)) as is seen when (2K) is applied to C(U) instead of G. 
Hence, we have h(G, z) < h for all p-elements v f I of G. If the triple 
(x, y, t) of p-elements in G - (1) is weak, then (3.2) is false for Y == [,!3/z]. 
By (3C), T,(G) cannot contain all three elements X, y, t. Thus, T,(G) -+ G 
and as G here is simple, we have [r,(G) -= 1. Sow, (2D) yields (3.5). In fact, 
since T,*(G)/I;(G) is p-regular, we have T,*(G) : 1. Thus, on account of 
(2B) we have the following improvement. 
PROPOSITION (3E*). The inequality (3.5) remains valid, ; f  on the right side 
all powers of primes 1 -,f: p with 1 > 2[X3/“] .-I 1 are removed. 
The main result of this section is the theorem: 
THEOREM (3F). DeJine X as in (3.4) as the maximum of the pseudo core 
indices h(C(u)) with u ranging over the elements of order p in G. Set ; G : p --= pa. 
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Then G has a characteristic series 
G2 G,r, G2>KB(G)> I 
with the following properties. 
(i) The group G1 is strong with regard to p and 
1 G : Gl j < ([~P~~A~;~] !p. (34 
The inequality still holds if on the right all powers of primes 1 #: p with 
1 > 2[A3fL] -+ 1 are removed. 
(ii) G2: is the unique normal subgroup of G1 of index not divisible by p with 
6, > K,(G) such that / Gz ; is minimal. 
(iii) I f  G, + K,(G), then G,/&,(G) is a minimal normal subgroup of 
G,/K,(G). If  G,/K,(G) is not simple, we have 
I G,IK,(G)I G (2 I G IA!. 
I f  G,/K,(G) is simple and weak with regard top, we have 
(There is no statement when G,/K,(G) is simple and strong). 
Boof. Take again r = [A3’“]. I f  G itself is strong, take f-r, = G. If  G 
is weak, take Hr =- T,(G). It is seen as in the proof of (3E) that in the latter 
case T,(G) cannot contain all three members of a weak triple of p-elements 
of G - (1). Thus, if G is weak, then I G : Hi i is divisible by p. We again 
have 
/ G : H1 : < [2pzW2] ! 
and this inequality can be improved as in (3E*). 
We repeat the same process replacing G :- : II0 by 1st . It follows from (2H) 
that if u is an element of order p of Hr , then 
If H, is strong, take Ha = IT1 . I f  Hz is weak, take Ha = T,(H,) with the 
same Y as above. It follows in the latter case that I Hr : H, j is divisible by p. 
If  we continue in this manner, we obtain a sequence of subgroups (Hi) 
of G. It is clear that this sequence will become stationary after at most a steps. 
If  we have Hj =-- 1l,.,.r , set Gr =: Hj . It is then clear that G1 is characteristic 
in G. Moreover, Gr is strong and since we can take j < a: the inequality (3.6) 
holds, even in the refined form. 
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Since K,(G) _C 11i 4 G, we find K,(G) = K,(H,). Similarly, K,(H,) = 
K,(H,), etc., and then K,(G) = K,(G,). Thus, Gr has the properties stated 
in (i). 
The statement in (ii) can serve as the definition of G, . Then G, is charac- 
teristic in G. 
Assume that Gr # K,(G). This implies that 1 Gr : K,(G)’ is divisible byp 
and hence G, # K,(G). I n order to show that G,/K,(G) is a minimal normal 
subgroup of G,/K,(G), we choose a normal subgroup L of Gr with 
G, 3 L 3 K,(G) 
.such that L has minimal order. Then 1 L 1 is divisible by p. 
Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G and set 
PI = P n Gl , P, = PnL. 
It is clear that PI is a Sylow p-subgroup of Gr and PO is a Sylow p-subgroup 
of L; P,, :,k {I}. Choose x + 1 in P,, . I f  t E PI - (I}, the triple (x, X, t) is 
strong in Gr . This means that there exist conjugates x* and yx of x in Gr 
for which (x*y*&, = t-l. Since L 4 G, , then x* and yV and hence t belong 
to I, . This holds for every t + 1 in PI . Thus PI =I- P,, . It follows that 
j Gr : L ; is not divisible by p. We now see that G, = L, i.e., G,/K,(G) is a 
minimal normal subgroup of G,/K,(G) and then also a minimal normal 
subgroup of G/K,(G). 
Set W == G,/K,(G). We may write 
W = T x Tl x ‘.’ x T,-, (3.7) 
where Y’, Tl ,..., T,-, are isomorphic simple groups which are conjugate 
in G,/K,(G). We must have 1 7’ ; 5 0 (modp). I f  E is an element of order p 
in T C W, there exist elements u of order p in G, corresponding to E in the 
natural homomorphism. On account of (2 J) and (2H), we have 
Assume first that m > 1. Clearly, 
c,(u) =.z CT(~) x rr, x *.. x Tnx-1 
and this implies that 
A(C,(a)) = A(C,(u)) x X(T,) x ... x h(T,,el) 3 X(T)+I. 
On the other hand, by (3.7), 
h(W) = X(T)m 
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and we find 
Since K,(G,) :-- K,(G,), the group W is core free. As in [31], the sum # of 
the characters in B,(W) is the character of a faithful representation of W and 
$J takes only rational values. Finally, 
Hence Schur’s theorem [lo] shows that 
j G,,/K,(G)I = / W / < (2p”h)!. 
On the other hand, if m = I, then G,/&(G) is simple. If G,/‘&(G) is 
weak, we can apply (3E) to it. I\To results are available if G,/K,(G) is strong. 
This proves the Theorem (3F) in the form given above. In the form 
mentioned in the Introduction, it was stated that the upper bound in (3.6) 
depends only on h. In order to show this, we prove that pa < X. It follows 
from results of [21] that, for any G, I G ‘P divides h(G) (cf. the proof of (2.5) 
above). If we apply this to the group C(U) where u is an element of order p in 
the center of a Sylow p-subgroup of G, we find 
P” = I C(u)1 Q < qw)) d x 
as was stated. 
It will be clear that slight improvements can be made in the various 
estimates above. For example, it is seen easily that if G, # K,(G), the 
exponent a in (3.6) can be replaced by a - 1. We shall not discuss these 
questions. 
It seems an open problem if there exists an upper bound far the order of 
a simple strong group G in terms of max(c(u)) with u ranging over the elements 
of orderp in G. No bound for G / in terms of X exists. 
The methods used above yield a number of similar results. We discuss two 
of them. 
PROPOSITION (3G). Assume that K,(G) + I. Let x # I be an element of 
K,(G) and let h have the same significance as in (3.4). Then 
K(G) = 1 G,: K,(G)/ < [2 j G $, C(X) h”‘]!. 
Proof. We set here Y =- [c(x) X1/2] and form T,(G) -7 G, r2 K,(G). If Gr 
contained a p-element t # 1, it would follow from (3C) that the triple (x, X, t) 
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is strong in G. However, this would imply t E K,(G) which is absurd. Thus, 
Gi = K,(G). Kow, the result is obtained from (2C). 
PROPOSITIOTX (3H). Suppose that i G 1 is divisible by a prime number q :# p 
and that K,(G) =-= (1). Let c be the maximum of the numbers c(x) with x ranging 
oveq the elements of order q in G. DeJine X by (3.4) as before. Then G has a 
characteristic series 
G 3 Gl 3 G2 3 ... 3 G, 3 Gn.,.l = {I) 
in which the factor groups G,/G,,, with the possible exception of G, either have 
orders divisible by p satisfying 
1 Gj/‘Gj+l 1 < [2 1 G 1; CL-?‘~]!. 
or are p-regular. I f  G, forms an exception, G,, may be simple or we have 
I G, I < (2 I G I,W, I G, I 2 c2. 
Proof. Let r == [cNz]. Set II,, =. G and define 1rj for odd j as the unique 
normal subgroup of I$+, of index prime to p of minimal order, and for even 
j > 2 as lij = Z’,(llj-,). Define 
G3 G,T) G23 .-. 
to be the set of distinct fIj . I f  this sequence ends with {I}, we arc finished. 
If  the sequence ends with G, + I, let L denote a minimal normal subgroup 
of G with L C G, . Since K,(G) = 1, the order I L 1 is divisible by q. Neces- 
sarily, / G, i is divisible by p. If  x is an element of order q in L and t f  1 a 
p-element in G, , by (3C), (x, X, t) is strong. It follows that / G, : L I is not 
divisible by p. Then necessarily G, =- L. Hence G, is a minimal normal 
subgroup of G. We can conclude the proof using the same arguments as at 
the end of the proof of (3F). 
IV. SOME CRITERIA FOR WEAKKESS OF G WITH REGARD TO p 
The first result is an immediate consequence of (3R) and (3B). 
PROPOSITIOS (4A). If  the character table of G is known, it can be decided 
whether or not G is weak with regard top. 
We mention an application of character theoretic methods to our question. 
PROPOSITION (4B). Assume that I G 1 contains p only to the Jirst power: 
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j G /21 = p. If G is weak with regard top, the core index K(G) lies below a bound 
f  ( p) depending only 01~ p. 
Proof. I f  G is weak, there exists a weak triple (x, y, t) of elements of 
order p. It follows from (3A*) that 
xsgG) x(x> X(Y) x(WxU) :== 0. 
II 
(4.1) 
I f  G contains exactly r conjugacy classes of elements of order p, then R,(G) 
consists of ( p - 1)/r nonexceptional characters xi with i = I, 2,..., ( p -- 1)/r 
and Y exceptional characters x(j) with j :: 1, 2,...; Y with the following 
properties (111. There exist signs ei L +l such that for each element zl of G 
of order p, we have xi(u) -= Q, (i --I 1, 2,...). The exceptional characters 
all have the same degree. Their values for elements u of order p belong to a 
finite set of values which depends only on p. 
It follows that, for i -- : 1, 2,... we have xi(l) - E; (modp). In particular, 
if Ei : --1, we have xi(l) > p - 1. 
Suppose that P > 1. It is now clear that the contribution of the non- 
exceptional characters to the sum in (4.1) is at least equal to 
1 - ( p - 1)/r . (l/( p - 1)) = I - (l/r) 3 (l/Z). 
It follows that x(i)(I) lies below a bound depending only on p. Then [III, 
Theorem 21 implies that all xi(l) lie below a similar bound. An analogous 
bound then exists for h(G) and hence for K(G) as we wished to show. 
Ifr=I err - 2, the following stronger result can be obtained quite 
directly. 
PROPOSITIOX (49 IVY = 1 in (4B), then G is strongforp > 2. If r = 2, 
G is strong for p > 5 except when p = 5 and G/K,(G) is dihedral of order 10. 
Proof. Let x be an element of order p. If  p > 2, (x, X, X-*) is strong. 
If  T : 1, every triple consisting of elements of order p is strong. If  p : : 2, 
we have K(G) --: 2. 
I f  Y = 2, the conjugacy class Kl = xG contains all XP where p is a quadratic 
residue (modp) while the second conjugacy class K, of elements of order p 
contains all xy where v  is a quadratic nonresidue (modp). An easy number- 
theoretical discussion shows for p > 5 that for each choice of i,j = 1 or 2 
there exist products of an element of Ki and an element of Kj of each of the 
two forms XP and xv. This shows that every triple of elements of order p 
is strong. The case p = 5 can be discussed without difficulty using the facts 
mentioned in the proof of (4A). 
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Proposition (4A) can bc extended to groups G with cyclic Sylowp-subgroup, 
if we apply Dade’s theorem [7] to B,(G). 
PROPOSITION (4A*). I f  G has a cyclic Sylow-subgroup and if G is weak, 
then K(G) lies below a bound depending only on 1 G )r, . 
The following obvious observation is sometimes useful. 
Hemark (4D). If  G . is weak with regard to p, so are all subgroups H of index 
not divisible by p. 
NTe next prove a simple criterion of a different type. 
PROPOSITION (4E). Let X be a representation of G in a field of arbitrary 
characteristic. Let y, # 1 and y2 # 1 be p-elements and let V, be an ezgenspace 
of X( yl) of dimension m, belonging to the etgenealue c1 and let V2 be an e&nspace 
of X( y2) of dimension me belonging to the etgenvalue me . Assume that m1 f  m, > n. 
If there exist p-elements t f  1 for which the eigenspaces of X(t) belonging to the 
etgenvalue e1c2 have dimension Iess than m, 7 m2 -- n, then G is weak with 
regard to p. 
Proof. Let yi* be conjugate to yi in G, (i = 1, 2). There exists an eigen- 
space Vi* of dimension mi belonging to the eigenvaluc ci , i = 1,2. Then 
VI* n V,* has dimension at least equal to m* = rnr j- m, - n and is an 
eigenspace of X(y,*y,*) belonging to the eigenvalue er~a . Determine an 
integer r with 
r + 1 (mod i G I,), r == 0 (mod( IG ,(, G .). 
Then (y1*y2*)” = (yi*~a*)~ and hence V,* n Vz* is an eigenspace of 
X((yl*yai)J belonging to the eigenvalue (E~E.$ - l ltz . It now follows from 
the hypothesis that (yl*ye*)D + t. Thus, the triple (yl , y2, t-l) is weak and 
so is then G. 
As an example, we may mention the group G = SL(n, q) where Q is a 
power ofp and n > 4. We choose X as the natural representation of the group. 
There exists elements y  of order p with an eigenspace V of dimension n - 1 
belonging to the eigenvalue 1. Choose y, =. ya = y. Since there exists 
p-elements t for which all eigenspaces of X(t) have dimension 1, G is weak 
with regard to p. It follows easily that PSL(n, q) is weak with regard to p. 
We can use (4E) to obtain results concerning the values of characters of 
strong groups. We give an example. 
PROPOSITION (4F). Assume that G is strong with regard to p. Let x either 
be an ordinary character or a l-modular character for a prime I 71: p. Assume 
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that y  and t are two elements of G of order p such that x(y) and x(t) are rational. 
Then 
xc 1) -1 x(t) 3 2X(Y)- (4.1) 
Proof. Let X be the representation of G with the character x. Since x(y) 
is rational, we see that we have formulas 
x(l) = m -4. (p - l)s, x(y) = m - s 
where m is the multiplicity of 1 as characteristic root of X(y) and s the 
multiplicity of a primitive p-th root of unity as characteristic root of X(y). 
Likewise, 
x(l) 2 m’ +- (p - l)s’, x(t) : m’ - s’ 
where m’ and s’ have analogous significance for X(t). We then find 
Pm -; x(l) t (P - 1) X(Y), pm’ :-- x(l) t (P -- 1) x(t), 
and hence 
P(m’ + x(l) - 24 = (P - 1)(x(l) - x(t) - 2x(33- 
Thus, (4.1) is equivalent with the inequality 
m’ + x(1) 3 2m. 
This is certainly true, if x(1) 3 2m. If 2m > x(l), we can apply (4E) with 
yr --= ya =- y and obtain m’ 3 2m - x(1) as required. 
As an example, we may mention the alternating group A, taking for x the 
character of the permutation representation. If p is odd, we can take for y 
a cycle of length p and for t a product of [n/p] such cycles containing distinct 
letters. Then (4.1) implies n < 39. Hence A, is weak for n >, 3~. On the 
other hand, (4C) implies that A, is strong for n < p < 2n and p > 5. It can 
be checked without difficulty that A,, is strong for p and then (41)) implies 
that A, is strong for 2p < n < 3~. It can then be shown without difficulty 
that A, is weak with regard top if p is odd and n > 3p, if p = 2 and n 2 8, 
and for p =-: w =- 3. In all other cases, A, is strong. (Here, p-regular groups 
are counted as strong). 
V. Fomfu~~ FOR TEIE GROCP ORDER IP; THE CASE p = 2 
From now on, the prime p will always be taken as p -- 2 and the order g 
of G will be assumed to be even. The discussion will be based on the 
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Theorem (2B) of [311]. For convenience of reference, we state a special case 
in a somewhat different notation. 
PROPOSITION (5A). Let G be a group of even order g. Let x andy be involu- 
tions of G and let t #- 1 be a 2-element of G'. DeJine the extended centralizer 
W = C*(t) oft as the subgroup of G consisting of the elements w of G for which 
w”-ltw = t OY w--ltw = t-l. Set / C*(t): = c*(t). We then have a formula 
4x9 y, t>g = B(x, Y, t> c(x) C(Y) c*(t) (5.1) 
where we have set 
4x3 Y, 4 = c x(4 X(Y> x(WxU> (5.2) 
XEE*(G) 
(the blocks now taken as the principal 2-blocks) and whme h,(#) is de$ned for 
involutions u by the formula 
with ui ranging over a system S, of representatives fey the conjugacy classes of W 
contained in uG. 
Here, h,(4) in (5.4) is a rational number. If  no conjugate of u lies in C*(t), 
we have A,(#) = 0. The number /3(x, y, x) is completely determined by 
the group W and by the fusion of the involutions of W in G, i.e., by the 
manner in which these elements are distributed into the conjugacy classes 
of G. 
We shall give an explicit formula for ,&3(x, y, t). 
THEOREM (5B). Let x andy be involutions of G and let t # 1 be a 2-element 
of G. Set W = C*(t). Then 
(5.5) 
where U is a system of involutions u of W which satis-es the conditions 
G> UEXG, uteyc. 
(ii) No two dz$%ent elements of U are conjugate in W. 
(iii) U is maximal subject to the conditions (i) and (ii). 
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Proof. We show first that the right side of (5.5) does not depend on the 
special choice of U. This follows from the following simple remark. 
IJE.MMA (5C). If two involutions 24 and v  of C*(t) are conjugate in C*(t) 
and if ut is an involution, then ut, at, vt-l are all conjugate in C*(t). 
Indeed, ut is conjugate in C*(t) to vt or to vt- I. Since ct”l is an involution, 
v  inverts t and then vt and at-l are conjugate in P(t). 
It is now clear that a special system U satisfying the conditions (i), (ii), and 
(iii) is obtained by taking those elements xi E S, for which x,t E yG. Moreover, 
it will suffice to prove (5.5) for this particular system. 
In order to achieve this, we separate the characters # E B,,(W) into three 
classes. We shall denote by #, those characters # for which #(t) = #(l), by 
#,, those for which &,(t) = -#Jl), and by 167 the remaining characters in 
&P)- 
It is clear that, for w E W, we have 
In the case of a & , we can set 
where qT. or $’ and 7i2’ are irreducible characters of C(t). In the lower case, 
11:‘) + $’ and #‘, qi2) arc conjugate in W. If t has order 2”, we see now that 
in the two cases 
where E* is a 2”-th root of unity, Go /‘; 21. It is then clear that w-e have the 
upper case when W = C(t) and the lower case when W f  C(t). 
I f  W -; C(t), then for w E W, 
If W # C(t), & is the character of W induced by #‘. It follows that $ 
vanishes outside C(t). I f  w and hence wt lies in C(t), we apply (5.7). Thus, 
(5.9b) 
where the upper line applies if w E W - C(t) and the lower line if w E C(t). 
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We can now write (5.3) in the form 
where xi ranges over S, and yi over S, and where we set 
With each $, all its algebraic conjugates occur in R,(W) (cf. [31, Lemma 21). 
In particular, the algebraic conjugate of a $, is again one of the & . It follows 
from (5.8) that the sum of the conjugates of & vanishes for the element t. 
Since QW~ and ~JAYA are rational, /3;) vanishes and we have 
(5.10) 
Apply the orthogonality relations [211, (7C)] for the block B,(W) and the 
elements xi = x;l and yjt. As yj E W = C*(t), the element yjt is a 2-element. 
It follows that if xi and yjt are not conjugate in W, the expression 
vanishes. If however xi and yjt arc conjugate in W, we have #(xi) : $(y& 
and as #(xi) is rational, the sum (5.11) has the value h(W, xi) = h(Cw(xi)), 
cf. [311, Sect. 31. Consider the partial sum in (5.11) where # ranges only over 
the #7 . Let E denote a primitive 2”-th root of unity and let ~‘2, denote the 
field obtained from Q by adjunction of the ! G 11; G I,-th roots of unity. 
Since each E, and l ;r in (5.9) can be written in the form &EN with p =: 1, 2,..., 
2%--r - 1, we see that the partial sum has the form 
where the a,+ lie in &‘a . Using the linear independence of 1, E ,..,, ~~~-.l--l with 
regard to Sz, and (5.6) too in the expression (5.11) we now find 
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where the upper line applies if xi is not conjugate to y# in W and the lower 
line if they are conjugate in W. 
Then (5.10) takes the form 
where xd’i ranges over the system S, as before and, for each i, yj ranges over 
those elements of So for which yjt is conjugate to xi in W. By (6C), this is so, 
if and only if x,t is conjugate to yj in W. It is clear that, for given i, such yj 
exist only when x,t dye; if this condition is satisfied, there exists exactly one 
yj E S, for which x& and yj are conjugate in W. We claim that then 
Indeed, if we set V : C(t), we have 
c,(yJ = c,(x,t) I= C&i>. 
If  W = V, this yields (5.12). I f  W # V, then as X< inverts t and, necessarily 
xi 6 V, we have cW(xi) = 2.4~~). Likewise, +(y$) = 2q4y.J and again, 
(5.12) holds. 
Now our result takes the form 
where xi ranges over those members of S, for which x,t E yG. We have already 
remarked that these xi form a system U of the type described in (5B) and 
that it was sufficient to prove (5.5) for this system U. This completes the proof. 
We can state (5B) in the following form. 
THEOREM (5B*). Ifx, y, t are as in (5B), then 
pcx> Y, t, = k c YDh(CG(I)))!CG(D)2 (5.13) 
D 
where D ranges over a system A of dihedral subgroups of G which satisfy the 
conditions 
(a) D is dihedral, t ED, and j D : (t): :- : 2. 
(b) There exist elements w = wD ED - (t} for which w E xG, wt ~yo. 
(c) No two d$eePent members of A aye conjugate in @*(t>. 
(d) A is maximal subject to the conditions (a), (b), (c). 
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Moreover, y. = 2, if all elements of D - (t> are conjugate in G, but not all 
conjugate in C*(t) while y  D = 1, ;f  these conditions are not satis$ed. Finally, 
pt = 1 ;f t is an involution and pLt = 112, if t2 # 1. 
Proof. We set again W = C*(t). Each member D of A is contained in W. 
There are three classes of involutions in the dihedral group D. The first 
consists of the central involution which is a power oft. The other two classes 
together make up D - <t>. If  v  belongs to one of these two classes, at belongs 
to the other class. 
If  U is chosen as in (5B) and if u E U, then as u and ut are involutions, u 
inverts t. Hence (t, ti) satisfies the conditions (a) and (b) above. It follows 
from (c) and (d) that {t, u> is conjugate in W to a unique D in A. Conversely, 
if D E A, it follows from (iii) in (5B) that the element w = wug in (b) is conju- 
gate in W to some u E U and then (t, u) and D are conjugate in W. If xG # yG, 
the conjugacy class wD in (b) is uniquely determined and then u is determined 
uniquely by D. If  xc = yG, we can interchange w and wt. I f  these two 
elements are conjugate in W, there is still a unique u E U which is conjugate 
in W to elements of D - (t). I f  however w and wt are not conjugate in W, 
i.e., if y. = 2, there exist two distinct such u E U. 
If  u E U, then u inverts t. I f  t is an involution, we have W = C(t) and 
C,(U) = C((t, u)). I f  t2 # 1, necessarily W # C(t). We see here that 
C((t, u)) has index 2 in C,(u). It follows from (2H), (21) that h(C,(zl)) = 
2h(C(t, u)). Thus, if (t, u) is conjugate in W to D Ed, in all cases 
W&)h(4” = P~~(W)Y@‘)~- 
It is now clear that (5.5) can be written in the form (5.13). 
We state a number of corollaries. 
COROLLARY (5D). If  x, y, t are as in (5B), we have ol(x, y, t) > 0, 
/3(x, y, t) > 0. Both ol(x, y, t) and p(x, y, t) vanish simultaneously. 
Indeed, (5B) h s ows that p(x, y, t) 3 0. Then (5.1) yields the remaining 
statements. 
COROLLARY (5E). If the Sylow 2-subgroup P of G has abelian rank 1, 
(i.e., (f P is either a cyclic or generalized quaternion group) then /3(x, y, t) = 0 
fm all involutions x, y  and all 2-elements t # 1. If  P ha-s abelian rank at least 2, 
then. for every involution t there exist involutions x # t which commute with t 
and then /3(x, xt, t) > 0. If t has order at least 4, then there exist involutions x, 
y  for which /3(x, y, t) > 0 ;f and only if t is strongly real in G, i.e., ; f  there exist 
involutions which invert t. We can choose x as an involution which inverts t and 
y  = xt. 
Proof. It follows from (5B*) that fi(x, y, t) > 0, holds only if G contains 
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a dihedral 2-subgroup D (of order at least 4). Then D also contains an 
elementary abelian subgroup of order 4. Thus G has abelian rank at least 2. 
I f  G has abelian rank at least 2, then for every involution t of P, there exist 
an involution x # t in P which commutes with t. I f  t $2(P), we can choose 
x as an involution in Z(P). I f  t E Z(P), we can choose x as any involution of P 
different from t. It is then clear from (5B*) that p(x, xt, t) > 0. The statements 
concerning the case t2 :f- 1 also follow from (5B). 
COROLLARY (5F). I f  x, y  are invoh&ns of G and $ t f 1 is a 2-element, 
then p(x, y, t) is at most equal to the number of imolutions in C*(t) divided by 
c*(t). In particular, 
B(x, Y, 4 -=c 1. 
Indeed, it follows from (5.5) that 
where again W = C*(t). Since X(C,(x,)) < c&J, we have 
c”(t) /3(x, y, t) < c 1 xiw 1 :-= / XG n w j 
i 
and the statement becomes evident. 
Actually, a slightly more general result has already been proved directly 
in [3III, (3E)3. 
Since we can easily give upper bounds for a(~, y, t), we can use (5139 to 
obtain lower bounds for g. In order to have a simple statement, we shall use 
only one term in (5.13). 
COROLLARY (5G). Suppose that D 7: (t, x) is a dihedral subgroup of G 
where (t) is a cyclic 2-subgroup of index 2 in D. Then 
g > c(x) c(xt) c(t) h(C(D)) c(D)-2h(C(x))-1!2h(C(xt)) -lp. 
Proof. It follows from (5.13) that 
,4x, xc t) 2 /wD~(W))I@)~ > 0. (5.14) 
Then CL(X, xt, t) > 0. If  we use Lagrange’s inequality in (5.2), we find 
01(x, xt, t)” < C x(x)2 C x(xt)2 : A(G, x) X(G, xt). 
XEB,(G) XEB,,(G) 
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Hence, (cf. [311, Sect. III) 
a(x, xt, t) < h(C(x))1~2h(C(xt))1/‘. (5.15) 
The result is obtained by substituting (5.14) and (5.15) in (5.1). 
A similar result is obtained when we replace (5.15) by 
a(x, xt, t) < h(C(x))1~2h(C(t))1i”. (5.15”) 
The following result is a consequence of (5A). Its interest develops from 
the fact that /3(x,y, t) can be determined, if we know only C*(t) and the 
fusion of the 2-element of C*(t) in G. 
PROPOSITION (5H). Assume that t + 1 is a %-element of G which is inverted 
by the involution x $- t. Suppose that 1 is a prime number which divides g, but 
does not divide c(x), c(t), c(xt) nor the numerator of /3(x, xt, t). Then B,,(G) 
contains characters x of l-defect 0. Moreover, I does not divide / K,(G)I. 
Proof. We have /3( x, xt, t) # 0. As shown by (5.2) 01(x, xt, t) can be 
written as a quotient ai/% of integers where o~z is the least common multiple 
of the degrees of the characters x f  B,(G). Now, (5.1) implies that 1 G jI divides 
a:g . This implies that B,(G) contains characters x of Z-defect 0. It follows from 
this that 1 G ll. divides 1 G/K,(G)I, . Thus, I K,(G)1 is not divisible by 1. 
If  M(X,Y, t) == 0, we can apply the method used in the proof of (3D). 
This yields the result: 
PROPOSITION (51). Suppose that x,y are involutions of G and that t # 1 
is a 2-element such that a(x, y, t) = 0. (Th is can be decided by means of (5B), 
cf. (5D).) Then G contains a characteristic subgroup T # G with T 1 K,(G) 
such that 
1 G : T 1 < [2 I G i$ /!(C(X))~” h(C(y))“’ x(C(t))“‘“]!. 
Remark (SJ). I f  x, y, t are involutions, then B(x, y, t) is symmetric in 
3, y, t. 
Indeed, ol(x, y, t) is symmetric in x, y, t and now (5.1) implies that the same 
is true for /3(x, y, t). 
VI. FURTHER RESULTS ON GROUPS OF EVEN ORDER 
We shall improve the results of [311, Sect. 31. The prime p will always be 
taken asp z 2. 
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THEOREM (6A). Let G be a group of even order g. Let A > 1 be a real 
number and r a positive integer. If x and y  are involutions of T,(G) atid if t + 4 
is a 2-element of T,(G), then at least ooze of the following statements is true. 
(I). We have an approximate formula for g: 
Ah4 f  l)W$WYt)P(x, y, t) < g -c A!fy,A L 1)444yk”(t)B(x, Y, “> 
(6.1.l 
where ‘yr is the positive integer introduced in Dejkition 2.3. 
(II). We have T,(G) 3 K,(G) and 
Y -1. 1 < A(h(C(x)) - y,)1i2(h(C(y)) - r,)‘!“(A(C(t)) - 3/r)lp- (6.2) 
Proof. Consider first the case that 
/ oI(x,y, t) - yr / < l/A. 
If  we substitute 
from (5.1), we see that (I) holds. 
Suppose then that 
I +, y, t) - yT i 3 l/A. 
Since x, y, t all belong to T,(G), it follows from (5.2) and Definition 2.3 that 
l/A G /l&x(x) X(Y) XWiXU) j * 
We have x(l) 3 P -I-- 1 for x 6 Br’. Applying Lagrange’s inequality and the 
properties of h(G, u) as in the proof of (3C) we obtain (6.2). 
COROLLARY (63). Let J f  m be a set of involutions of G. Choose A > 1 
and set 
Y = IIMX[A(X(C(~)) .- 1)3’2]. (6.3) 
Let t be an element of order 2” > 1 in G and set to = t2’*--‘. I f  x, y, t,, all belong 
to J n T,(G), then the approximate formula (6.1) holds. 
Indeed, it follows from (2K) applied to C(t,) and the Z-element t that 
Then (6.2) is impossible (cf. (2.6)) and hence (6.1) applies. 
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COROLLARY (6C). Let J, Y, t and t,, be as in (6B) and assume that t, E J. 
We have at least one of the two cases: 
Case A. The approximate formula (6.1) holds for all x, y, t with x E J, 
Y E J. 
Case B. There exists a characteristic subgroup T of G such that T S K,(G), 
/ G : T 1 is even and 
IG:TI<[2iGjir]!. 
Here, on the right, all powers of primes 1 with 1 > 2r f  1 can be removed. 
Proof. I f  J c T,(G), (6B) h s ows that we have Case A. If  J is not contained 
in T,(G), then j G : T,(G)/ is even and so is ] G : T,*(G)j. I f  we set 
T = T,*(G), it follows from (2D), (2E) that we have Case B. 
Remark. If  we have Case B in (6C), we may assume that either 1 G : T I == 2 
or that ; G : T / is divisible by 4. 
COROLLARY (6D). Let P be a Jylow 2-subgroup of G and choose J as the 
set of involutions in the center C(P) and de$ne Y again by (6.3) with some jixed 
A > 1. We then have at least one of the following two possibilities. 
Case (a). We have 
g < #J c(x)” (6.4) 
for some involution x E Z(P). 
Case (b). 
1 G : K,(G)1 < [2 1 G j;r-j! (6.5) 
which again can be improved as above. 
Proof. I f  the approximate formula (6.1) holds with x L-Y 3 t E J, we 
have (6.4), since ,3(x, X, x) < 1 by (5F) and since A/(Y~A - 1) < A/(A - 1). 
In the opposite case, it follows from (6B) that T,(G) n Z(P) = (I}. This 
implies that TV(G) has odd order. Hence T?(G) = TT*(G) = K,(G). We can 
again apply (2D), (2E) and obtain (6.5). 
It will be clear that (6E) represents an improvement of [3111, (3H)]. I f  we 
take, say A :: 2, we can now give an explicit value for the upper bound 
whose existence had been stated in that result. It should be observed that 
/ G /a < X(C(x)) for x E Z(P), cf. the concluding remark of the proof of (3F). 
Throughout this paper, we have worked with Schur’s theorem [IO] whose 
proof specially in the case used here is very simple. Instead, one can also 
apply Jordan’s theorem. 
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VII. GROUPS OF DEFICIENCY CLASS Y FOR THE PRIME 2 
Groups of deficiency class P for a primep have been introduced in [31, Sect. 4] 
as groups G which have no p-block B + B,,(G) of defect larger than or equal 
to Y. Thus, G is of deficiency class 0 for p, if and only if the group algebra 
B[G] of G over a field of characteristic p is indecomposable as a two-sided 
ideal. For 1 G jl) = pa, there exist only finitely many nonisomorphic such G. 
It is still an unsolved problem to characterize these G explicitly. I f  one assumes 
these groups as known, one can characterize the groups of deficiency class 
Y > 0 inductively in a group theoretical fashion. 
We take herep = 2 and give a generalization of [31, Theorem 61. 
THEOREM (7A). Let G be a group of deficiency class Y > 0 for the prime 2. 
Let P be a Sylow 2-group of G, / P j = 2”. There exists a bound f  (a) depending 
only on a such that ;f  P has abelian rank larger than Y, 
Proof. We proceed by induction on Y. A remark above shows that (7A) 
holds for Y = 0. Assume that T > 0 and that (7A) has been proved for groups 
Gr of deficiency class r, < r (for the prime 2). 
Since P has abelian rank larger than Y, there exists an elementary abelian 
subgroup Q of P of order at least equal to 2T-i. We may assume that Q 
contains all involutions of Z(P). 
I f  x is an involution of G, then C(X)/(X) has deficiency class r - 1. I f  
x E Q, we can choose a Sylow 2-group P, of C(X) with P, 1 Q* Then the 
Sylow 2-group P,/(x) of C(x)/(x} h as a e ian rank at least Y. By induction, b 1 
c(x) lies below a bound fo(a) depending only on a. In particular, this holds 
for all involutions x E Z(P). It now follows from (6D) that the core index K(G) 
lies below a bound fi(a) depending only on a. 
Since Y 3 1, Q contains an elementary abelian subgroup (x, y) of order 4. 
Then c(x), C(Y), C&Y> are at most equal to fo(a). Since x, y, zy normalize 
K,(G), we have : K,(G)] < fo(a)3, cf. [311, Proposition S]. Hence / G : < 
fo(a)X(a) and this proves (7A). 
Remark 1. For an arbitrary prime p, G has deficiency class 1, if and only 
if the group aIgebra sZ[Gj of G over an algebraically closed field LL’ of charac- 
teristic p is a direct sum of indecomposable ideals all of which with at most 
one exception are complete matrix algebras over Sz. 
Remark 2. If  the Sylow 2-group P of G has abelian rank 1, there exist 
groups of deficiency class 1 for p = 2 with the Sylow 2-group P for which 
1 G j is arbitrarily large. 
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RemarlZ 3. It has been remarked by Wales [ 111 that if G has characteristic 
two type in the sense of Gorenstein [9] and if G has no normal subgroup 
of index 2, then G has deficiency class 1 for p = 2. Hence / G / lies below 
a bound depending only on / G le . 
Note added in proof. The method applied in the last part of the proof of (317) can 
be used to show that K(G) Q [2 I G ID A(G)r/“]! for every finite group G. This is a 
stronger result than (3G). It can also be seen that on the right side of the inequality, 
powers of primes I 5 2X(G)rj2 + 1 can be removed. 
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